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The theory of Haer’s measure asserts that we may introduce an invariant measure in any locally bicompact topological group G; moreover, if G
is the sum of at most countable bicompact sets, the introduced measure is essentially unique and any t.wo measurable sets having equal measure are
decomposition equivalent (Zerlegungsg!eich). These last two properties, however, are satisfied by the rotation invariant measure defined on the surface
of the sphere of euclid spaces, The purpose of the present note i to extend
Haar’s theory in such a .way that the above case is obtained as a special
case. For the sake of shortness we only report the results the detailed proo
will be pubished elsewhere.
Le .(2 be a locally bicompact uniform space defined by the systerrl’of
neighbourhood U (i0)} and let H be a group of homeomorphism.s of J2 satisfying the following two conditions"
(t) a U (p) U (a p) for a H,
(B) for any two points p and q in D there exists an element a H sucht hat
ap q, viz. H is transitive on
Theorem 1. There exists at least one H-invariant measure
Let G be a topological gro.p, then G marc be considered as a group
of G onto itself by corresponding to every elerr/ent a of
homeomorphisms
of
G the topological mapping (x)---ax. If is a locally bicompact topological
is
group G and H is G, we are in the cae of Ham"s measure. While if
are
we
group,
is
the
rotation
and
space
H
euclid
of
sphere
a
of
surface
the
in the case of the rotation invariant measure.
In order to introduce a topology in the group H we define a comp.",ete
system of neighbourhoods {V} of zero of he group H. Let a be an index
of neighbourhoodo of ( and let F be an arbitrary bicompact set in and
we defie V as the totality of a H such that
F. It may easily be verified that H is then a topologica’l group. Moreover
in the ca of topo!ogical group G, the topological group G obtained by the
above procedure is homeomeorphic with the topological group G.
Theorem g. I* is a continuous measure, viz. if A is a measurable t of
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finite measure in 2 then, for an arbitrary positive number there exists a
neJghbourhood V of zero of H such that a V implies/z (A a A) < where
A a A denotss the symmetric difference af A and aA.
Theorem 3. If f(x) is a continuous function on 2, then fa-lx is also
a continuous function of x, a) on the product space 2 H.
Theorem ,1. If 2 is the sum of a tequence of bicompact sets and if the
topological group is locally bicompact and if H is expressible as the sum of
at most countable bicompact sets, then the H-invariant measure in .0 is unique
and any two measurable sets having equal meas:ure are decompos..itiov_-equivalent.
Corollary. Haar’s measure is unique.
Ih the rest of this note, we assume that J2 is the sum of at most countable bicompact sets.
Theorem 5. In order that H is totally bounded it is necessary and sufcient that /2 is totally bounded.
Theorem 6. For any open set U in H there exists at most countable elements al, as
in H such that k/an U H.

,

Theorem 7. If J2 is connected or is a me.tl’ic space in which evrey
bounded subset i compact, then H is locally bounded.
We furthermore assume the following condition"
(C) for any point q U (p) there exists an index/9 (which may depend upon
q) such that U (p) and s U s (v) implies s U (r). This condition is satisfied if J2 is a metric space or a topological group. Under the condition (C)
we have the
Theorem 8. Let H be the group of all the homeomorphisms a of g2 satisfying the condition (A), then H is compIete.
Theorem. 9.. Let H be the group given in Theorem 8, then H is locally
bicompact in the following cases"
(i) 2 is bicompact ( is bicompact in this case),
(ii) 2 is connected,
(iii) 2 is a metric space whose bounded set is compact.
In these cases if H satisfies the condition (B), the H invariant measure is unique
and any two measurable sets having equal meas.ures are dceomposition-equivalent.
Theorem 10. Let H be a group given in Theorem 1. if H is locally bicompact and if a subgroup H’ of H is transitive on 2, then the H’-invariant
measure is unique and any two measurable sets having equal measures are
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decomposition-equivalent with respect to H ’. Thus the H’-invariant measure
is H-invariant.
Corollary. Lebesgue measure is invariant by rotations.

